Problem-solving strategies in immunology currently utilize a series of ad hoc, qualitative variations on a foundation of Burnet's formulation of clonal selection theory.
| INTRODUC TI ON
Immunology was catapulted forward just over 60 years ago by a powerful idea, the Clonal Selection Theory (CST), articulated and championed by Macfarlane Burnet. 1 Few today question the impact or genius of Burnet's invention, or that it continues to provide principles and foundations for much of modern immunology. However, this solid platform quickly ran into hurdles that, it is fair to say, have led to a rather inelegant and, from a theoretician's perspective, unsatisfactory collection of ad hoc rules and qualitative heuristic solutions. 2, 3 My personal start in immunology was inspired by Burnet's demonstration of the value of theory and I have been searching ever since for ways to resolve the difficulties CST encountered interpreting modern experiments. However, immunology presents unique challenges to the aspiring theoretician, including an enormous number of working components and copious information gathering at multiple levels, from molecular to whole animal. Inventing ways to compose and organize a modern theory has been a major challenge.
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However, working with remarkable colleagues and passionate members of my laboratory, I believe that we have found an avenue that seems very encouraging. While a complete theory might not yet be ready, the elements for useful modifications to CST seem to be falling into place. Here, I review the steps taken to formulate this new perspective, combining a bit of history and philosophy with results to illustrate how, even though incomplete, the modifications can solve existing problems of CST. For convenience, I will use the working title quantitative clonal selection theory (qCST) to describe the developing theory.
| HITS AND MISS E S FOR C S T
What was brilliant and prescient about CST? At the forefront is the depiction of immunity as emerging from the combined action of a population of cells following simple rules. This notion was coupled to the idea that an enormous range of different specificities for receptors could be created by taming stochastic processes within individual cells. The theoretical structure was spare, elegant, and axiomatic in its presentation. CST provided novel and powerful explanations for the long-standing puzzles of antibody specificity and immune memory, while also addressing the perplexing issue of self-tolerance by deleting self-reactive clones. In essence, Burnet identified that immunity required a diverse population of cells and it is their combined cellular intelligence that is required for an optimal outcome. 4 Hence, what remains unexplained by CST? Two serious challenges to the integrity of CST can be exemplified by twin discoveries by Jacques Miller soon after CST was formulated. The first was a separate class of immunity mediated by thymus-educated T cells 5 (reviewed in (6) ). While this in isolation is not a problem (CST can equally be applied to T as well as B cells), the discovery presaged the unveiling of more and more subtypes of immune cell where each has variations in their activation requirements, effector action, and subsequent response dynamics. This journey of cell type discovery is ongoing and shows little sign of slowing, complicating the application and prediction of cell fates and control with an accumulation of knowledge on each cell. I will refer to this difficulty as the cell type dilemma.
The second challenge was the finding that T and B cells cooperate to generate antibody. 7, 8 We take this so much for granted it is difficult to see why it is so challenging to theoreticians. Why do cells cooperate to make antibody? What is the logical nuance that makes sense for the evolution of such a system? An early attempt to answer these questions, the influential two-signal theory of Bretscher and Cohn, focused on the question of self-tolerance and posited the need for cooperation when deciding whether to tolerate a cell or become activated. 9, 10 Two randomly generated receptor-bearing cells were highly unlikely to both detect self-antigens at the same time. Thus, one signal (one recognition event) would lead to tolerance, whereas two signals would activate the cell and mount a full response. This clever probability argument resonated with immunologists and was widely adopted.
This requirement for cell cooperation was soon extended to the activation of T cells themselves, although in a different arrangement. For T-cell activation, an accessory cell delivering an antigen nonspecific "second" signal was required. [11] [12] [13] As delivery of these second signals was not tethered to a second antigen receptor, the strict logic of Bretscher and Cohn was bypassed.
Nevertheless, a hybrid two-signal model for T cells was widely adopted. 3 Cooperation with an antigen-presenting cell (APC) for provision of second signals is still seen today as controlling the decision between tolerance and activation, although the identity of the two signals and the simultaneous action of, for example, growth factors such as IL-2 remain imprecise. While textbooks indicate that dendritic cells provide obligatory signals such as CD28, there are many other costimulatory molecules that can substitute, raising the question of how they contribute to a threshold decision around tolerance or not. This difficulty processing large numbers of signals in a rational manner, for each of the many cell subtypes, I will refer to as the signaling dilemma.
| MAK ING WAY FOR TOLER AN CE , DANG ER , INNATE IMMUNIT Y, AND CL A SS
There are theory-based explanations for why lymphocyte activation has evolved such complex requirements. One, presented initially by Charles Janeway, 14, 15 proposed that the decision to activate or not must pass the requirement that the threat must stimulate the APC by first engaging an innate system of germline-encoded pathogenassociated molecular receptors. This theoretical argument was rapidly supported by the discovery of large numbers of pathogenspecific stimuli that can activate dendritic cells and enhance the generation of second signals. [16] [17] [18] [19] Another related theory, developed by Polly Matzinger, argues that the APC responds to "danger" signals such as the detection of dying cells. 2, 20 Both views take the position that the immune system need not respond to everything that is foreign but can focus on those insults that appear to be posing a serious threat. Both make important predictions and have garnered strong evidence in support. 2, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] An alternate explanation for signal complexity, not tolerance related, is that the many intercellular signals are needed to control the choice of immune assault directed to a pathogen. Typically, a given immune response motivates only a subset of the many possible immune effector types available. These decisions regarding immune response class are well known to be influenced by regulatory intercellular factors (such as T-cell cytokines or accessory cell-derived costimulatory molecules) that alter the rate of differentiation outcomes.
21-24
The cell type and signaling dilemmas, already apparent two de- A second paradigm, I will call it "strong determinism," is consistent with some modern "systems biology" approaches, and aims to build high-dimensional deterministic models from advanced, comprehensive knowledge of all ongoing molecular and cellular processes. The presumption is that if we can know the starting points, and how all the molecular pieces interact, we might be able to make predictions with mathematical precision. Even rudimentary knowledge of modeling suggests that this approach is going to be difficult and immensely overparameterized. Worryingly, this approach also has clear parallels with unsuccessful deterministic programs from physics and will encounter significant difficulties if the immune system relies on stochastic events. 26 In summary, to build an immune theory suitable for quantitative modeling, we must choose an appropriate paradigm, and for some time, our adopted candidates have been running into logical difficulties that explode in complexity with further investigation. We find ourselves at a crossroad. The problems could simply reflect a lack of knowledge and a satisfying solution will become evident after further experimental dissection. Alternatively, it is possible that our current paradigms are inherently unsuitable and headed to a dead end. 26 It seems that there is no simple way to assess which situation we are in; the system is so complex, any experiment can be interpreted in different ways. However, given the continuing problems, it seemed prudent to search for and explore alternatives.
| E VIDEN CE FOR R ANDOMIZING PRO CE SS E S AND CELLUL AR COMB INATORIC S
Hints that both the subset and strong deterministic paradigms might struggle with inherent stochastic processes within hematopoietic cells and lymphocytes have been glimpsed for some time without gaining a lot of traction in the field. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] For our program, a major clue for where and how stochastic processes might be operating came after the development of division tracking methods. 34 Careful experiments observing cells changing fate suggested that random combinations for alternative fates had been followed in each cell.
While individual B and T cells had highly variable division times, the proportion of cells that altered their effector functions was fixed for any generation at any time. 35, 36 Thus, the cell machinery responsible for variation in time to divide seemed to be operating independently of the cellular machinery controlling isotype switching, or cytokine release, after each cell division. Additional division-linked fate changes, such as a second switch event, or development into plasmablast cells also proceeded independently in the same cells ensuring simple combinations could predict the proportion of multiple cell types emerging following stimulation in both mouse and human cells. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] Cytokine signals that affected fate often altered the probabilities of events already underway to manipulate the proportion of cells of different types. 37, 38, 42 Furthermore, experiments found that cell machinery governing variation in times to die is also regulated independently of division. 43 Together, these results provided the basis for a statistical paradigm for cell construction based on a proposed "law of independence." 43 Cells operating and constructed according to this law use multiple independent cellular "machines" to assign fate changes and easily generate a broad range of heterogeneous outcomes. Furthermore, tuning and regulating the generative stochastic processes themselves would manipulate the mix of cell types created without needing control over every cell fate.
42,43
| NONLINE AR RE S P ON S E S AND C AUSATI O N
The proposal that heterogeneous cell types might be generated as 
| HIER ARCHIE S OF B I OLOG I C AL MACHINE S
Historical examples demonstrate that an important task when building a theory is finding the requisite explanatory level.
Immunology challenges us, however, with comprehensive information at multiple levels. Our experimental campaigns are operating at molecular resolution and any putative theory that uses nonidentifiable conceptual constructs, such as "division timers" or "division counters," will appear imprecise and inadequate compared to a molecular-based solution. Thus, to defend a putative paradigm for CST operating at cell level, we need effective answers to ques- Immunologists, myself included, are not usually comfortable straying into epistemology, but this is where we must head. The answer I developed for our research program drew on the observation that we always "understand" a system with a mechanical description operating one organization level down. 47 For example, the theoretical basis for chemistry is the explanation of bonding properties of atoms. A theory of bonding properties of atoms is explained by the properties of subatomic particles. Thermodynamics is explained by the properties of populations of particles not individual particles themselves. Theories that attempt to translate knowledge across multiple levels become overly complex because information from two levels down can always be summarized more efficiently into rules for the mechanical operators found one level down.
Since Burnet, immunity has been identified as falling into the domain of cell population dynamics. Hence, by the "one level down" rule, a theory based on the cell depicted as a logical machine is an appropriate explanatory level. Following this same line of argument, to explain the molecular machinery of the cell, we need a separate theory. This theory would give the molecular detail for how the logical components operated, such as the timer, the counter, or the attendant randomizing processes. By completing theories at both levels, the effect of molecular changes (such as gene mutations or drug exposure) could be translated from the lower molecular level to explain specific effects on cell operation.
For example, a drug might alter division time by 20%, and this information can be directly incorporated into the cell level theory to predict effects on population-based immunity. To avoid confusion regarding the levels of theory, I will call a theory of cells that predicts cell population dynamics as a theory C and a theory directed to molecular descriptions of cell behavior as a theory M . I envisage that the two theories can be designed to efficiently translate results from one to other. This use of two theories to solve the dilemma posed by multiple levels of information is mirrored in the original structure of CST. 47 
| CONJEC TURE S AND BURDEN OF PROOF
The discussion so far has broadly outlined details for a paradigm focused on the independent operation of modular machines assorted randomly within cells. When these ideas were first proposed, 42, 43 they simply supported a conjecture that they might be sufficient to construct a new quantitative theory. As a proposer, the burden of proof fell on my shoulders to flesh out details and confirm that the ideas could resolve logical dilemmas as speculated. While the paradigm looked promising the enormous number of ways it could be realized by cells was daunting and could not be solved intuitively.
As a result, testing this conjecture quickly became a major activity in my laboratory. We focused on reductionist style investigations to examine and refine the underlying behavior of cellular fate control and learned to use this information to construct deductive models to test consistency with immune features, in vitro, and where possible, in vivo. While there are still many experimental details required to complete this theory, the results so far are encouraging, and the following principles are emerging with strong support as suitable foundations for qCST.
| EMERG ING PRIN CIPLE S OF CELLUL AR MECHANIC S
| Intracellular machines and independence
The critical primary axiom is that every cell can be defined as comprised of a mix of "machines" governing different operations, such as time to divide, time to die, or initiating a fate decision. 42, 43, 48, 49 Furthermore, many of these machines are capable of autonomous and independent construction, operation, and regulation within the cell. For this reason, alternative fates, such as division or death, are often found "in competition" within the one cell.
Complete independence is not essential for this theory, however, to date, evidence from direct filming, and the accuracy of models has proved consistent with this assumption. [49] [50] [51] [52] Any version of qCST must formally define and identify the types and operation of such cellular machines as well as the rules for their regulation and changes with time, signaling inputs, and impact on the other machines within the cell. I shall refer to this formulation as the system's cellular mechanics.
| The probabilistic cell
The second-defining axiom is that when created, all cells, and all functional mechanical modules, are manufactured by cellular processes that can be manipulated by stochastic modifiers that affect the performance within the cell (manufacturing randomness).
Similarly, the operation of each cell machine could incorporate stochastic steps that diversify otherwise identical cells (operational randomness). It is a key assumption that these stochastic processes have been introduced and tuned by the evolution of the system and are inherent and necessary for successful operation of the immune response. Thus, the net result is to diversify the fates of stimulated cells even under identical conditions and ensure that successful immunity requires a collection of activated cells, even if they belong to the same cell type.
42,43,49-54
| Combinatorial uniqueness
Experiments that measure times to fates in similar cells, or timed response differences, usually conform to probability distributions that are right-skewed such as the lognormal distribution. 41, 43, [48] [49] [50] [51] [55] [56] [57] [58] The randomness of each element, and the independence of operation in each cell, means, effectively, a population of cells once generated has not only predictable features but also that any individual cell is unique. Thus, cells are capable of extraordinary heterogeneity, and this can be captured and recreated by using appropriate probabilistic models.
43,49,51,52
| Cellular calculation
To allow regulation of immune responses, the internal functional can alter the likelihood of isotype switching 35, 37 or reset the time to die. 49, 51 In other situations, recently discovered, division will have no effect on the time to stop dividing or the time to die. 59 This latter rule should lead to families that share timed events (such as division cessation or death) in the same generation, 59 as is frequently observed by experiment. 50, 60, 61 Given the mechanics and rules of interaction between components, and the effects to be altered over time, a calculation scheme to model the population cell dynamics in number and type is possible. As processes are operating and dictating cell changes over time and require signal integration and affect differentiation, it is reminiscent of the calculus, and with Amanda Gett, we labeled these operations as the Cellular Calculus. 
| QUANTITATIVE MODEL E VOLUTION AND COMPLE TENE SS CONJEC TURE
If the above principles correctly capture the underlying cellular operations, then an appropriate arrangement can be framed into deductive models to predict dynamic changes in cell numbers and types over time. However, correctly framing the effect of different conditions such as cytokine exposure cannot be intuited and must be determined by experiment. Improving models iteratively will require working from simple scenarios such as highly controlled in vitro responses of T and B cells, to predicting more and more complex arrangements including, ultimately, in vivo predictions. That is, to move effectively from the first-order responses in vitro (no cell interaction) to higher order interacting scenarios is a path to completing a deductive, quantitative version of qCST.
The theory is well suited to techniques of model development, including mathematical equations, numerical solutions, and agentbased models and all may have their suitable place in different situations.
| TE S TING Q C S T MODEL S
While still evolving with experimental advances, a series of models developed since 2000 offer insight for how logical difficulties with two-signal theories can be resolved with qCST. 43, 48, 49, 51, 59, 63, 72 The first model, developed with Amanda Gett, recreated asynchronous division peaks for T-cell proliferation and could be fitted to CFSE time series to extract average division times. 43 49 This model added a third independent cell mechanical component, a division counter controlling division progression, until reaching a cell's "division destiny," suggested by experimental observations. 73 We called the combination of mechanical components controlling division and death, the cell's "Cyton." The model was described with differential equations and solved with numerical algorithms to illustrate the many available response patterns that were theoretically possible with changing stimulation strength. Vijay
Subramanian and Ken Duffy later produced a version as a branching process that allowed higher moments to be calculated. 74 The Cyton The 
| A QUANTITATIVE INTERPRE TATI ON OF S ELF AND FOREI G NNE SS WITH Q C S T
I would like to change perspective now. Instead of arguing the case for qCST, I will take the evidence so far as sufficient to conclude that a powerful theory built on these principles is possible. With this new perspective, I return to the two-signal theories to examine them more closely. In most versions, a T-or B-cell meeting antigen is forced to make a critical decision: die for tolerance or become activated for an immune response. While this decision might require additional inputs, perhaps from the innate immune response, or other sensors of "danger," these theories are expecting a mode of signal integration that dictates this first decision as one of two choices. As there are many potential signals that affect this decision, mathematical models will require the identification of a signal-processing calculus to sum the inputs and govern the binary outcome. To date, how such complex cellular calculation operates has not been determined in any satisfactory, accurate manner. In short, self/nonself and class are part of the same equation and
should not be segregated. Signals that affect one will almost always have an impact on the other. A further useful conceptual viewpoint is that the inputs are being summed in consideration of how foreign or dangerous is a given threat. As a general rule, these inputs are summed linearly, but due to the hypersensitivity of the proliferation dynamics, the outcomes are translated into exponential, and greater, differences in cell number. 
| RE VIS ITING OTHER THEORIE S AND EMPIRI C AL RULE S FOR IMMUNIT Y
It is important to show that a new theory is consistent with, and can replace, earlier options. The logic of Bretscher and Cohn that two antigen recognition events will increase the likelihood of foreignness can be viewed as partially true in qCST: the more lymphocyte recognition events initiating the response, the greater amplification of the outcome. For this reason, it seems highly likely that antigenstimulated B cells that fail to find T help represent a significant path to tolerance. As a result, the two-signal logical rule can retain its original explanatory appeal.
Similarly, the logic of the Janeway and In some model systems, self-antigen-stimulated cells adopt an anergic state rather than dying. 80, 81 Anergic cells are partially activated, but die after a few days for lack of further signals. 82 These features of anergy fit well with the continuum of activation allowed by qCST, although integration of kinetic details into the model will require further experiments.
| PROG RE SS ON THEORY M
The strategy of dividing our theoretical goals into development of two nested theories for multiscale immune modeling provided a license to focus on developing versions of cell level mechanical models without needing to identify the molecular machinery underlying such components. However, completing qCST will also require the development of the lower level theory M . While this level theory is far from complete, it is useful to review some interesting features at this point.
| The source of randomness
The cellular machinery in qCST generates heterogeneity in two ways. There is the variation in component performance (ie, variations in times to fate in each cell) and there is the combinatorial possibilities of distributing these varying components ran- Evidence that these molecular "construction" differences are significant is highlighted by the finding of remarkable fate similarities between siblings and families in vitro and even in vivo. [50] [51] [52] 60, 61, 83, 84 It appears if cells are molecular "clones" they behave almost identically, and that the large amount of diversity between similar cells might presumably be traced to a set of molecular expression differences.
As a consequence, the fates might be predictable with quantitative measurements of molecular components. As epigenetic mechanisms likely dictate this diversity, this discussion identifies such processes as major contributors to the operation and evolution of the system.
In addition to these examples of cell-manufacturing differences, cells are also likely to have used and tuned other mechanisms for introducing randomness to diversify similar cells. Transcriptional noise or cellular allocation on division or bifurcating chaotic switching for networks may also be used and exploited in biological systems. [85] [86] [87] An example from immunology is heritable stochastic expression of cytokines by a cloned T-helper cell. 88 A compelling feature of any complex probabilistic system is that all the sources of variation feed into and can be added to the final description of the functional component they affect. This is a particularly powerful result for translating models from the molecular to cellular levels. The myriad sources of variation contributing to the final expression level of say a receptor, will, in our cell theory, be summarized into a new distribution for the variance within a particular cellular function under similar conditions, this will be illustrated below with a toy model.
| Timers and counters
Many mechanical operations in cells can be described as fate timers, such as those seen to determine time to divide and time to die. While often the exact processes are unclear, there is evidence that expression level of critical proteins has an influence over these times, and that therefore, regulation of molecular levels will be a way of manipulating timed outcomes. For example, the time to die of B lymphocytes conforms to a lognormal distribution that can be altered by Bim or Bcl-2 levels. 49 The time allowed for division progression is governed by the level and loss of Myc protein. 59 Thus, as a general rule, manipulation of such levels by signals and variation by epigenetic modifiers might go a long way to explaining the regulation of the cellular mechanics exploited in theory C .
| A TOY E X AMPLE OF CELLUL AR MECHANI C S AND CELLUL AR C ALCULUS
It may be helpful at this point to illustrate the consequences and operation of cell mechanics with a simple, toy example ( Figure 1 ).
In Figure 1A , the potential for every mitotic event (a cell "manufacture"), to introduce a "tuned" (ie, by evolutionary selection) level of stochastic influence, is illustrated for the product of a single protein that will play a role in the division time controlling machinery when called into action (the Div machine). All cells from the same "forge"
are produced by an identical process; however, the exact result for any individual, while determined (shown by the bar on graph), will be different for each cell and the collection of outputs will form a distribution that can be viewed as summarizing the output of the original stochastic process. Here, the process is implicated as an epigenetic marking of the promoter, but many other influences could suffice
here. Figure 1B illustrates that Div contains many such protein components, all subject to one or more related or independent, stochastic inputs that affect the level in Div. The net result is that every time a new cell is made from the same forge, cellular construction of Div will vary and hence, the performance of Div when activated under identical conditions will yield a determined outcome (the bar) for a single cell, and the population will be described by a distribution.
Importantly, as noted also above, the population distribution has summarized all of the lower molecular level stochastic drivers, into a single, easily parameterized result that can now be used for model building to translate from cell to population.
In Figure 1D , we now add in additional cellular machines, the Death timer (Death) and a Division destiny timer (Dest) to complete the three Cyton components. Each of these machines has been constructed in a similar manner with input from multiple stochastic drivers. The fourth machine, a putative Diff timer, will direct the cells to differentiate at a particular time. In this example, the timed effects of Death, Dest, and Diff are considered heritable and transmitted faithfully even if cells divide. In our cell operations, Div varies times to first division and then motivates a series of uniform subsequent divisions until the destiny given by "Dest" is reached.
The fate change is triggered by Diff at the given time (this is illustrative and could be expression of a new receptor, or development into a new cell type, such as a plasmablast or a memory cell). Any number of additional modules for simultaneous fate regulation could be included in related arrangements of cell machinery.
The predicted response of four similar cells from the same manufacturing process is illustrated in Figure 1D . A second highlight, from reviewing this system, is to note how by taking advantage of stochastic processes coupled with intracellular combination, it manages to create enormous diversity without needing to code for, or create, unique conditions for every new cell individually. As a consequence, appropriate deductive models that match the cellular operations can accurately recreate the dynamic 
| C AN WE ELIMINATE PROBAB ILITIE S?
The principles of qCST attach a great deal of significance to the controlled application of randomizing processes for cell construction and for the operation of cellular functions. As a result, models developed on qCST principles will necessarily incorporate probability distributions to describe and capture the range of outputs from the stochastic events. This reliance on probabilities is often queried with the argument that probabilities are only needed when information is missing. The idea being based on the view that if all initial conditions were known, the result of a coin toss, or roulette spin, could be predicted and hence is not truly random. However, it should be clear that this argument is flawed if the system has evolved to take advantage of stochastic processes and relies on the randomized results. To attempt a deterministic interpretation for such a system is likely impossibly complex and ultimately missing the point for how the system operates. 26 In drawing this conclusion, note that variations in fates and sensitivities will be, to some extent, traceable to dif- 
| LOG IC AL ADVANTAG E S OF A PAR AD I G M S HIF T
When ancient Greek astronomers began taking accurate measurements of planetary motion theoreticians of the day were forced to invent increasingly convoluted models to fit the data within the paradigm that the Earth was at the centre and all motion should be circular. Each improvement in accuracy forced a new model. In a proposal by Ptolemy in the second century AD, 39 orbits and epicycles were required to describe the sun, moon, and five planets.
Of course, these additional cycles disappear with a change in framework that places the Sun at the centre and allows orbits other than circles (discussed in (90)).
I have argued here that something similar is occurring in immunology with one of the culprits being logical epicycles that arise from strictly applying the subset paradigm to a system that has evolved to take advantage of randomness with the probabilistic cell. The subset paradigm expects cells to fall into discrete cate- Thus, a conventional subset-based program of research might find itself in a never-ending attempt to define new cell types and find rules for their generation and regulation. However, this search will be, ultimately, incapable of reaching an endpoint solution for why and how it is so complex. It will also be incapable of developing accurate dynamic predictive models, which I hope we agree, is the ultimate goal for our scientific endeavors. qCST by adopting a new logical paradigm finds a simple way out of the projected subset and signaling dilemmas as differences are expected for every cell and no cell is likely to follow exact average behavior across multiple points of reference. Thus, a switch to a slightly more complex logical framework can lead to a simpler interpretation of our complex immune system. 
| PAR S ING DATA THROUG H A NE W PAR AD I G M: A CONJEC TURE
| BOLD DRE AMS FOR A B I OLOG I C AL FUTURE?
Mathematical models of natural systems are limited by the accuracy of their parent theory. A good theory offers the equivalent of axioms that describe the system and the rules that when applied govern the predicted consequences. I have adopted that view in trying to frame our immune problem into two components, the cell mechanics (the axioms) and the cellular calculus (the rules and operations for deducing the consequences). The interesting challenge presented by immunology and biology, in general, is that these models have to deal with so many levels of scale and we have to capture these operators into mathematical expression that ideally translates results between levels.
When developing and describing models for these processes, I
find the conventional calculus unintuitive as it does not match my experience of biology and frequently creates solutions that offer little insight for the job at hand. For example, an ordinary differential equation (ODE) can fit perfectly to exponential cell growth systems but does so based on incorrect assumptions. 55 It will predict, wrongly, that a proportion of cells are capable of infinitely short division times. An ODE will also naturally assume that the genesis of all variation is exponential and memoryless, and these two assumptions are almost never true in biology. 55 Of course, these examples can, and have been, corrected in more complex models, to more closely match the biology, but this requires further ad hoc additions to recapture the specific behavior and still may not lead to predictions far beyond what is already known.
The calculus in use today was invented almost 400 years ago with operators well suited to independent forces and uniform particles that are physically unchanged by interaction. Is it possible to imagine a new approach and invent a biological calculus that is intuitive and powerful and reflects correct component operation at all levels? That is, could we, instead of forcing biology to conform to mathematical operations suited to physics, invent an intuitive mathematical framework for biology built on established rules of cellular function that naturally operates between multiple levels of scale?
As encouragement for a general scaling calculus, it is notable that there are patterns in biology, such as creation, randomization, selection, and evolution that repeat at multiple levels. It is easy to see how a variant of the cellular calculus could be adapted to species evolution or human group dynamics. Every person is constructed by identical processes but is a unique combination of or- 
0 | CON CLUS ION
At the time Burnet was formulating CST, the most popular paradigm for solving how antibodies could be specific for such a broad range of antigens was that it must be a property of the antibody molecule itself. The dominant theory being antibody could adapt itself, by folding, to any foreign shape. 91 Burnet's achievement was to raise investigation of immune specificity from the molecular paradigm, which we now know, could not lead to an answer, to that of a cell population-dependent response. Burnet also proposed the use of random combinations to solve the coding problem for immense diversity. It is satisfying, and seems in the spirit of the original theory, that the modifications discussed here preserve the reliance of CST on a population of responding cells to complete the immune response and that random combinations are further exploited to regulate the control and generation of multiple effector fates. 
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